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CreasorbTM Foam Meets SFI Speciﬁcations
Bald Spot Sports Becomes A Participating Manufacturer
In The SFI Spec 45.2 Program
Indianapolis, IN - July, 2007 - Bald Spot Sports (BSS) unique CreasorbTM multi-impact foam
products passed the SFI Foundation, Inc. (SFI) Spec 45.2 testing procedures and minimum
standards used to determine the minimum performance capabilities for impact padding.
The SFI Technical Committee initiates the speciﬁcation process, typically at the request of
the affected industry or race sanctioning body. Compliance with SFI speciﬁcations is
voluntary and the determination includes examination of the materials energy absorbing
capabilities, Gadd Severity Index test scores and After-ﬂame Time test results.
Per the Quality Assurance SpecﬁciationsTM of the SFI Speciﬁcation 45.2, CreasorbTM
multi-impact foam has differentiated itself from other beaded from products in that no melting
or dripping of the padding occurred during the after-ﬂame time of 10.0 seconds or less.
As a participating manufacturer in the SFI Spec 45.2 Program, Bald Sport Sports can now
certify that all CreasorbTM multi-impact foam products meet industry-wide accepted quality
standards as determined by the SFI speciﬁcation process. Products covered by this
certiﬁcation include headrests, all multi-impact race seats for a variety of open wheel racing
series, NASCAR and NHRA, and certain helmet liners produced for Impact Racing.
SFI is a non-proﬁt organization established to issue and administer standards for
specialty/performance automotive and racing equipment. SFI was originally a foundation run
by SEMA, the automotive aftermarket trade organization. The letters “SFI” stood for “SEMA
Foundation, Inc.” Although SFI is now completely independent from SEMA, the Foundation
has retained the name SFI Foundation, Inc.
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About Bald Spot Sports:
Bald Spot Sports (BSS), headquartered in Indianapolis, USA, is actively engaged in the production of
technologically superior foam racing seats for professional race drivers and private enthusiasts. BSS
crafts foam seats for the world’s foremost drivers in a variety of racing series including NASCAR, Indy
Racing League, Champcar, Grand Am, Formula Atlantic, Formula BMW, FIA/Le Mans, NHRA and
SCCA/Vintage Racing. For more information, visit www.baldspotsports.com
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